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ABSTRACT:   
 

Big data analytics in the application of medical image processing plays a vital role .For better healthcare it 

is necessary for automatic analysis which helps in early diagnosis of diseases. This paper describes the 

overview of Big Data, the benefits, challenges and models of big data analytics for analyzing the medical 

images from a large dataset in a distributed environment. This paper also proposed a Spark with Yarn 

framework for medical imaging.  
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[1] INTRODUCTION  

The medical industry has generated   huge amounts of   data that can be in hard copy or in 

soft copy form. The main focus is to store, manage and analyze the massive amounts of data. 

The   rate of   growing size of medical images is very high. The medical image datasets named 

Image CLEF contained approx  66,000 images between 2005 and 2007 which had increased to 

approx 300,000 images in 2013[1].The images are also in different varieties, modalities, 

dimensions, resolutions and qualities. So the new challenges arise like proper data extraction, 

data integration and data mining. More research needs to be done for the multimodal image 

analysis. The unstructured medical images need to be structured for accurate data mining and 

proper analysis. The medical images data can be collected from different institutions or 

organizations. So to utilize such types of data some important analytic models need to be 

developed to evaluate and validate .If proper data has been extracted and evaluated from the 

large database or big data the early diagnosis of diseases possible which reduces the risk of life 

and the medical cost. It is possible that for the same applications like  Alzheimer and the same  

modality like PET scan ,various organizations may use different models in image acquisitions, 
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so complexity arises to develop new analytical methods .So it is required to develop some  

analytical methods  which works on multimodal images. The aim of medical image analytics is 

to improve the understandability of the contents.  A lot of methods exist for medical image 

processing. But these methods are not promising for big data applications. Hence, some new 

frameworks have been introduced for analyzing the big data sets in distributed environment. 

This paper provides an overview of Big Data, importance of Big Data analytics in medical 

image processing, a proposed framework and Big Data analytic methods.  

 

 [2] OVERVIEW OF BIG DATA  

Big data is a set of large data elements that is growing exponentially day by day. Big Data 

is huge in size and complex so traditional tools are not adequate to store or analyze those data. 

These big data are produced from different sources such as audios, videos, images, social 

networking, mobile phones etc. In August 2012 a report has been delivered to the U.S. Congress 

which states big data as “large volumes of high velocity, complex, and variable data that require 

advanced techniques and technologies to enable the capture, storage, distribution, management 

and analysis of the information” [2].So the emerging challenges that the different organizations 

face is the fast-growing data sets of large volume which needs modern technology to organize, 

store and analyze the proper useful data. Big data has been characterized by 3V’s; Volume, 

Variety, Velocity. 

1) Volume: Volume is the size of the data. Today a large number of data has been 

generated from different fields like healthcare, public sector, retail etc. So the size of data 

crosses petabyte and exabytes. Approx 8 zettabytes digital world of data have been reached in 

2015 [3]. So the accurate storage is the first requirement for true analysis. 

2) Variety: The collection of data comes from various sources like posts, blogs, audios, 

images etc .So the data are of different types such as structured, semi-structured and 

unstructured. The data that has a defined format like a database is a structured data. The images, 

videos, audios which have no structure or form are the unstructured data.  

3) Velocity: It is the measurement of the speed of the data generation. The real time data 

flow is very fast and so it is difficult to retrieve the meaning of the data in today’s speed. 

The security also has a vital role as it is very difficult to control the large amount of data. 

Nowadays two new characteristics have been added i.e. veracity and value. The quality of data 

is the veracity and the subject contents in the data are the value. 

 

[3] IMPORTANCE OF BIG DATA ANALYTICS IN MEDICAL   IMAGE 

PROCESSING 

Medical images play an important role in the medical field. The main objective of medical 

image analytics is to obtain knowledge from the images derived from devices such as X-Ray, 

CT scan, MRI, PET-CT etc. The images help in early diagnosis of diseases. Nowadays a large 

scale of medical image data has been generated from different sources. Big data is massive 

because of its volume, the diversity of data types and the speed of the data. The medical images 

are of various resolutions and dimensions such as 2, 3 or 4 .Automatic retrieval needs for fast 

diagnosis and also predict the treatment plans in advance from the past history. The importance 

of big data analytic applications is to analyze different patterns within the data. The proper 

understandings help to save lives, make better care and reduce costs. So the accurate treatments 
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as early as possible reduce the patient loss of life. Various informations such as anatomy, 

functions of organs are also obtained from medical images. The information is required to 

identify the tumors, detecting diabetic retinopathy, artery stenosis etc. In today’s era the growth 

rate of the healthcare organizations like hospitals, nursing homes, clinics are high as well as the 

number of patients. The main challenges are the storage, automatic extraction of the qualitative 

and quantitative data and also require advance analytical methods to generate these types of 

huge data. Recently the parallel programming technique, virtualization, cloud computing and 

analytical models help to overcome the challenges to some extent. Proper utilization of 

computational intelligence improves many areas in healthcare. But the size of the data is 

increasing in the alarming rate so the traditional tools used for image extraction, segmentation 

and denoising are not so much effective. So the main goal is to design the effective analytical 

models for better results. 

 

 

[4] BIG DATA ANALYTICS MODELS 

Medical image processing is required to extract the features to detect and identify various 

segments of medical images. The problem is to extract and select the features from large size of 

distributed image database. The three factors arise that is network bandwidth, storage capacity 

and computation time. Chen et al. [4] designed a medical system which serves an idea of 

diagnosing TBI. The CT scan features are combined for the treatment. This work achieved 

70.3% of accuracy, 65.2% of sensitivity and 73.7% of specificity. Tsymbol et al. [5] have 

proposed a cloud based system which achieves lower computational complexity. To speed up 

the interdependencies of the images HDOC (A hybrid digital-optical correlator) has been 

developed [6].In a distributed fashion the main aim is to fulfill the accuracy. So distributed data 

processing platform required for big data analysis. 

 

A. HADOOP 

Hadoop is the heterogeneous open source data processing system. It is a java based framework. 

Hadoop is a tool that segments the data and distributed to different nodes for parallel data 

processing. The data has been stored in a database called HDFS. Many analytical tools such as 

Map Reduce can be used for implementing data processing. MapReduce follows two subtasks 

one is map task and another is reduce task. In the map task the mapper first takes the data from 

the database, then the combiner combines or filters the data and the partitioner divides it into 

small chunks. In the reduce task the joiner takes intermediate output and then aggregation has 

been done for the final result which has been again stored in HDFS. Each node performs the 

operation individually on the partitioned data and then integrates the result of the large problem. 

It is like the divide and conquer algorithm. Input and output data in the map reduce must be in 

the [key, value] pair format because for proper analysis we have to mention what we are 

searching(key) and its value(value).More databases like MongoDB and Hbase has been 

developed for handling massive unstructured data. Dimitrios Markonis et al. [7] had proposed 

solutions of large scale medical image analysis using Map Reduce framework. Map reduce 

technology has been used to speed up in finding optimal SVM parameters, content based 

medical image indexing and texture classification by wavelet analysis. Subramaniyaswamy Vaet 

al. [8] had proposed Map Reduce with collaborative filtering, prediction mechanism and 

sentiment analysis through natural language processing for unstructured Big data analysis. 
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MIFAS system produced by Yang et al [9] helps to access of medical images in less time and 

efficiently. It uses Hadoop and cloud computing.Another tools like PIG, HIVE, Jaql, Zookeeper 

with combination of Hadoop are used for big data analytics.  

 

B.HIPI 

Hadoop image processing library provides an interface in parallel environment which is 

designed to use MapReduce framework.HIB or Hipi Image Bundle is a database which contains 

the medical images. A criterion has been set to accept and reject the medical images. To pass the 

culling test on the images a CullMapper class is applied. It does not affect the performance of 

the default Hadoop Map Reduce [10].  

 

C.YARN 

The hadoop technology Yarn is a distributed framework .It is “Yet Another Resource 

Negotiator”. Yarn serves various data processing such as graph processing, interactive 

processing, stream processing and batch processing .It is a distributed OS which does resource 

management, job Scheduling[11].So after introducing the Yarn the Hadoop can support the 

interactive and streaming data applications. It also employs the Map Reduce batch applications. 

A central resource manager has been combined with node manager agents who look after the 

operations on each cluster or slave nodes. Yarn framework also consists the Application master 

for each application. Application master helps to compute the assigned jobs by interacting 

resource manager’s scheduler and node manager. Container indicates allocated resources to an 

Application Master which interacts to the container for the resources. Various tasks have been 

done in the container. Below figure shows the architecture of Yarn. 
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Figure: 1. YARN Architecture 
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D. SPARK 

Hadoop is an opensource but it is highly dependent on the hardware. Technical person required 

to install and manage the hadoop platform. It employs few programming languages. To 

overcome this, SPARK distributed platform has been developed which was originally developed 

at Berkeley’s AMP Lab, University of California. It supports more programming languages like 

Scala, Java, R and Python. Spark has its own cluster management. It improves the performance 

by speeding up the data processing. It can be used in real time data processing .It introduced a 

parallel data structure named Resilient Distributed Datasets(RDD).Intermediate results have 

been stored in the RAM of the distributed servers with the help of RDD. It means it deals with 

in-memory computation. Data can be reused and sharable. Data sharing in memory helps to 

increase the speed. Spark serves in standalone and as well as in distributed framework. It has 

components such as Spark SQL, MLib for machine learning, GraphX for graph processing and 

stream analysis for the spark stream [12] [13]. Hadoop is a batch processing tools which follows 

some sequential steps but spark completed all tasks in memory and in one step. Jae H. Lee et al. 

[14] proposed MLEM algorithm in Spark with GraphX for parallel computing with ease. But the 

results required more improvement. Saman Sarraf et al. [15] proposed a pipeline for medical 

imaging data using Pyspark (Python with spark) platform. This solution is for FMRI takes less 

time in computation. It has been experimented in a standalone single node version of spark. It 

can be implemented in a cluster to test the performance. 

 

 [5] PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

A framework of big data analytics in medical image processing has been proposed in this 

paper. The main motive of medical imaging is to detect the disease pattern for early diagnosing. 

So at first we have to take the query image and have to process the image for further analyzing. 

But to acquiring and analyzing the huge number of images is difficult. So the Big data image 

features extraction, classification and analyzing needs to be done in a parallel way with the help 

of a distributed framework to ease the work increase the speed. At first the large set of medical 

images acquisition takes place from different sources. Next approach is the image feature 

extraction by the filtering method as per the requirements. The classification of the preprocessed 

images for data selection and analyzing will be held in the big data analytics platform. The most 

significant framework can be the Spark with Yarn technology. Spark Deep Learning supports 

TensorFlow which is an open source library used data flow graphs. The numeric features have 

been retrieved from the images with the help of the TensorFlow. The advantage of using the 

Spark is that it is used in real time data processing. The steps are as follows: 

1. Large size of medical images acquisition from different sources. 

         2. Image feature extraction by filtering method. 

            3. Classification of preprocessed image in Spark with Yarn framework. 

            4. Data analysis. 

Below figure shows the proposed work. 
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Figure: 2. Spark on Yarn framework for medical image processing 

 

 

[6] CONCLUSION 

This paper presents different analytical frameworks for multiscale medical imaging. 

Hadoop with Map Reduce has been used to analyze the unstructured data in an efficient manner. 

Nowadays it is very important to design parallel and distributed methods to process medical 

images in real time. But this platform does not meet the purpose. By using NOSQL database 

tool with Hadoop overcome the real time problem to some extent. Spark and Storm frameworks 

[16] can also be used for real time processing of large database. 

Here a conceptual framework using spark with yarn has been proposed for medical data 

analysis. A lot of research works have been already implemented by the researchers but for the 

high volume of data still many drawbacks are there which has to overcome in the future. It is 

necessary to design some modern computing techniques to extract valuable features from large 

image database automatically and analyze the hidden patterns for early diagnosis of diseases 

Also algorithms or scalable analytical methods need to be developed to integrate medical 

images with different modalities. Hence more research needs to be done on automated analytics 

which help to detect the diseases and predict the treatment plans. 
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